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Abstract 
Within the context of dynamic policies of the firm, an optima! control problem is formu
lated to find the investment and borrowing policies that maximize dividend payments. l t 

is assumed that the firm's income per unit of debt increases with the capital/debt ratio at 
diminishing rates and the investment is financed through retained earnings and externa! bor

rowings. The interest rate on debt is defined as an increasing function of the debt/equity 

ratio , while the cost of investment per unit of debt is assumed to be convex. Also, the cost of 
increasing or decreasing the debt leve! is a convex function of the rate of borrowing per unit 

of debt. It is shown in this paper that , for such a firm , the optima! debt/ equity ratio and the 
corresponding optima! trajectories for the investment and borrowing rates can be uniquely 
determined through out various initial conditions. 

Resumen 

Dentro de un contexto donde la firma determina sus políticas dinámicas, se formula un pro
blema de control óptimo para encontrar las políticas de préstamo e inversión que maximizen 

el pago de dividendos. Se supone que el ingreso por unidad de deuda de una empresa a umenta 

cuando la razón capita l/ deuda disminuye las tasas y la inversiones financiada con ganancias 
retenidas y préstamos del exterior. La tasa de interés sobre la deuda se define como una 

función creciente de la razón deuda/ acciones, mientras se supone que el costo de inversión 
por unidad de .deuda es una función convexa. También, el costo de incrementar o disminuir 

el nivel de deuda es una función convexa de la tasa de interes a la que se pide prestado por 
unidad de deuda. En este trabajo se demuestra que, para cada empresa, la razón óptima 

de deuda/acciones y las trayectorias optimas correspondientes a la inversión y los préstamos, 

pu"!den ser determinadas mediante diferentes condiciones iniciales. 
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subject to 
d(K/D)/dt = (I/D) - (K/D)(B/D), 

I / D E [0,oo) ; B/D E lR.; (K/D)lo > 0, (K / D)loo = free. 

3. Analysis of the Optimal Policies 

The current value Hamiltonian is 

H = IT(K/D) - C(I/D)-p - ( q) +(B/D)-F(B/D) 
K/D - l (11) 

+ >.[I/D - (K/D)(B/D)]. 

The optimality conditions are defined by 

{)H 
a(I 1 D) = -C1¡n + >.:::::o, (I/D) 2 O, 

{)H 
(I/D) 0 (I/D) = 0, 

oH 
( ) = 1 - >.(K/ D) - FB/D = 0, 

{) B/D 

. I q 
>. = p>. - IT - ((K/ D) - 1)2 + >.(B/ D). 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

The non-negativity condition on (I / D), and the conditions on (B / D) imply 
the existence of six different candidate paths. 

3.1 The Candidate Paths 

Path 1: I / D > O, B / D < O. 

From (9), we can see that d(K/D)/dt >O along this path. From (12), 

H'(I/D) = O, H"(I/D) = - C" <O, 

and from (13), 

H'(B/D) = O, H 11 (B / D) = - F"(B/D) <O, 

which means that the Hamiltonian is maximized by unique values of (I / D ), 
and (B/D). (I/D) > O implies >. = C' >O, and d>./d(I/D) = C" >O. Since >. 
is a monotonically increasing function of ( I / D), we can define '11 as an in verse 
function of C', that is '11 = c'-1 , and (I/D) = '11(>.), '11' > 0. (B/D) < 0 
implies that (K/D) > (1/>.). 

Path 2: I / D >O, B/D > O. 

The characteristics of this path are similar to those of path 1, except that 
the slope of (K/D) depends on the relative values of (I/D), and the product 
(K/D)(B/D). Because of this peculia rity, path 2 has two subcases. Path 2a 
has d(K/ D) / dt > O, and d>. / dt < O, and path 2b has d(K/ D) / dt < O, and 
d>. / dt > O (see the appendix). 
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As in the previous case, the Hamiltonian is maximized by unique values of 
(I/D), and (B/D). (I/D) = w(-\), and (K/D) < (1/-\). 

Path 3: I/D >O, B/D=O. 
From (9), we see that d(K/ D)/dt = (I / D) > O. We also know that 

(K/D) = (1/-\), and therefore ~ < O . The optima! trajectory along this path 
is (I / D) = w(-\). 
Paths 1, 2a, and 3 are graphically depicted in figure l. 

Figure l. Trajectory of (K / D) along paths 1, 2a, and 3. 

BID= O 
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Time 

Path 4: I/D = O, B/D <O. 
From (12), ,\ '.S C'. On the other hand, from (13) we obtain 

>. = _1 _- _F_'_( B_/_D_) 
(K/D) ' 

(15) 

where by definition F'(B/D) < O. Therefore, O<,\< C'. Also from (9), 
d(K/D)/dt > 0. 

Path 5: I/D = O, B/D > 0. 

,\ < C', (K/D) < (1/>.), and d(K/D)/dt < O. 
Path 6: I/D = O, B/D = O. 

,\ < C', (K/D) = (1/-\), and therefore d(K/D)/dt = ~ = O . 
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of the slope of (B/D) or ,\. From (16), it is clear that a negative d(B/D)/dt 
would make d,\/dt positive. This possibility is consistent with the pattern 
observed on path 2b. 

4. Results and Conclusions 

Sequence 1 ~ 3~ 2a (figure 3) corresponds to the case where the initial value 
of (K/D) is less than its optimal equilibrium level. 

(K / D) Jo < (K/ D)*. 

Either a low K ora high D, or both, may cause a small initial value of (K / D). 
To make (K/ D) grow at its maximum value on path 1, high initial rates of 
investment, a nd debt repayment are necessary. 

Figure 3. Opt imal Solution in t he Case of an Init ial (K / D) below 

the Optimal Equilibrium Level. 
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Since the equilibrium level of debt is positive, (B / D) is approaches first to zero, 
and remains at this value along path 3, whereas (J / D) decreases. After, (B / D) 
grows along path 2a, and approaches the positive value (borrowing) necessary to 
maintain the optimal equilibrium leve! of (K / D). The investment rate steadily 
decreases to its equilibrium value. 

From the steady state analysis, which appears in the appendix, the equilib
rium value of (K/D) is (I/D). Substituting this result in (7), and rearranging, 
we obtain the optimal debt/equity ratio 

D 
D / E = -

I - D' 
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where the investment rate must always be greater than the borrowing rate. 

Sequence 5---+ 2b (figure 4) applies toan initial (K/D) greater than the 
optima! equilibrium level. Therefore, we would expect that (K / D) decreasing 
at its maximum rate to approach the equilibrium leve! as soon as possible. This 
is consistent with path 5, which has a zero valued (I / D), and a large initial 
(B/D). We shall not delve more deeply on this case, since our results are 
somewhat speculative, although the conclusions about the optima! debt/equity 
ratio obtained for the sequence 1 ---+ 3 ---+ 2a, also apply to this case. 

Figure 4. Optima! Solution in the Case of an Initial (K / D) above 

the Optima! Equilibrium Level. 
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It has been shown that for a firm defined under a few feasible assumptions, 
the optima! debt/equity ratio, and the corresponding optima! trajectories for 
the investment, and borrowing rates that maximize dividend payment can be 
uniquely determined for various initial conditions. 

Appendix: Intertemporal Equilibrium along Path 2 

If K = (K/D) and K = d(K/D)/dt, we then use the differential-equation 
system of the model (9) and (14), with (I / D) > O and (B / D) > O to form the 
Jacobian Matrix, 

J = [ª*/aK 
a>../aK 

fJK/a>.] 
a>.¡a>. ' 
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and evaluate the determinant of this matrix J at the steady-state point E, 

JE-[ - (B/D) 0 ] 
- -ITKK+2q/(K-1)3 p+(B/D). 

The information that we need about the characteristic roots to confirm the 
saddle point is conveyed by 

IJEI = -B/D(p + B/D) <O. 

This implies that the two roots have opposite signs, which establishes the 
steady-state to be locally a saddle point. Additional qualitative information 
can be obtained from the phase diagram (figure 5). On the basis of equations 
(9) and (14) 

d(K/D)/dt = (I/D) - (K/D)(B/D) =O, 
• I q 

.A = p.A - IT -( )2 + .A(B/D)=O. 
K/D-1 

From (A.l) and (A.2), we have 

(K/D)*=I*/B* and.A*= rr' + q/[(K/D)* - l]
2 

' p+(B/D)* ' 

where the upper index * denotes the optima! values of the variables. 

Figure 5. Phase Diagram. 
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It can be observed that the two stable branches are characterized by 

d(K/D) 
dt >O, and d.>./dt <O (path 2a), 

and 

d(~~D) <O, and d.>./dt >O (path 2b). 
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